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Abstract Simulating emotions based on psychological models has been a topic
where work has focused on social dilemmas using simulated emotions to inform decision making within artificial agents. However human decision making is affected
not only by emotions but also by other aspects of people’s temperament: the mood
of the person also affects their decision making, in conjunction with other factors
such as inequity aversion. We propose a simulated model of mood, which is formed
and validated through psychological research. We use this to inform decision making in conjunction with simulated emotions to improve the decision making within
agents compared to emotions alone. We empirically evaluate our simulated model
of mood in addition to emotions. We show that our mood model can be implemented
in a robotic setting which can clarify aspects of multi-agent systems, such as cooperation within an agent society.

1 Introduction
We have developed an understanding of how simulated emotions and mood can be
used to inform decision making in agents so as to avoid expensive computation.
We propose a functional model of mood that can be used independently or in conjunction with the current work on simulated emotions. We show that our model of
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simulated mood can be used to allow cooperation in a social dilemma to be achieved
through choice in a multi-agent setting. With the addition of simulated mood, there
is an improvement when compared to using simulated emotions exclusively. Our
mood model is grounded in psychology research, using aspects of human emotions
and mood to inform decision making [10, 13].
We use this developed mood model in practise to explore how cooperation flourishes within a society of agents. The resilience of cooperation growth is tested by
the addition of defectors to the society, indicating the stability of the cooperation
strategy that uses our model.
Psychology research has shown emotions affect human decision making [21].
Recent work has shown that simulating these emotions within artificial agents affects the evolution of cooperation within the prisoner’s dilemma game [15]. Similarly psychology shows that mood affects decision making in humans [10]. There is
a clear distinction between mood and emotion, emotions are short-term feelings that
are directed towards a particular object or person [13]. Mood, in contrast, is a long
term feeling which does not have this focus on a particular object or person [8].
Previous research has focused on simulating emotions within agents without regards for the effects that mood will have on the decision making process. [22] gives
an overview of the different methods of integrating emotions into a computational
model, however there has been no previous attempt to model mood. Our model
for mood is integrated into previous research using a psychological background to
justify the model. Whilst we recognise that emotions and mood both have physiological affects [11], we will only be considering the functional aspect where mood
and emotions change the behaviour of the agents [13, 17].
We aim to provide a generic framework of mood that can be integrated into existing emotional models, which in turn provides a deeper level within the decision
making captured. Within this framework interactions between agents can occur yet
the agents do not need to know each others’ strategies in order for cooperation to
flourish. Our model of mood is grounded in psychology research. We have shown
how this mood model reacts to an unknown strategy, which in our experiments is
pure defection.

2 Background
We will first introduce the emotional model we will be using as part of our mood
model and our experiments. Then we continue with the prisoner’s dilemma game
which is the setting for our experiment.
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Table 1 Emotional characters used.
Anger
Threshold

Gratitude
Threshold

Character

1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3

1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

Responsive
Active
Distrustful
Accepting
Impartial
Non-Accepting
Trustful
Passive
Stubborn

2.1 Emotional Characteristics
The simulated emotions that will be implemented in our agents are based on the
Ortony, Clore and Collins model of emotions, known as the OCC model [18]. The
model was developed through psychology research and has been used throughout
the AI community [1, 15, 19, 4]. The OCC model takes a functional view of emotions, in which emotions influence changes in behaviour. The action taken is a result
of the emotional makeup of the person. The emotional makeup is a result of previous
outcomes. This functional view lends itself to being a good platform for implementing emotions as the descriptions are of the outward effects of the emotions rather
than how emotions are processed internally. Of the 22 emotions defined in the OCC
model we will be modelling anger, gratitude and admiration, so we can compare
to previous work [4].
As in [4] each emotion has a threshold and a value. When that value increases
past the threshold for anger or gratitude the action of the agent will change. When
admiration reaches the threshold then that agent will imitate the emotional characteristic of the agent that triggered the admiration. This is how replication is implemented in our experiment. In this paper we will be using 9 different types of
emotional characters who have differing emotional makeups but they all have admiration thresholds of 3. We have chosen that value based on previous work as it gives
the highest payoff in [4]. The different characteristics can been seen in Table 1.
An agent’s anger increases by one when its opponent defects; gratitude increases
when the opponent cooperates. For example, take the two characteristics Responsive
and Active. If Responsive chooses to cooperate, Active’s gratitude increases to one,
if Active chose to Defect then Responsive’s anger increases to one. Responsive’s
anger level is at the anger threshold, so in the next game with that agent, Responsive
will choose to defect and the anger level will return to 0.
Admiration increases when the agent believes that its opponent is performing
better than itself. When a threshold is reached, the agent’s behaviour changes to the
emotional character that triggered the admiration emotion and the admiration value
is then reset back to 0. When a mobile agent completes five games of the prisoner’s
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Table 2 Payoff matrix of the prisoner’s dilemma.

COOPj
DEFECT j

COOPi

DEFECTi

3 j , 3i
5 j , 0i

0 j , 5i
1 j , 1i

dilemma, after that, the mobile agent will request the average payoff per game of
its next opponent, before the game has started, and compares this value to its own
average payoff. The agent will increase its admiration value towards whoever has
the highest average, this will be either itself or its opponent.
We are using average payoff, rather than total payoff which was used by [14],
because we cannot be sure that each mobile agent has engaged in the same number
of games as its opponent. When the admiration threshold has been reached, the agent
takes on the emotional characteristics of the agent that triggered the threshold, which
may be itself, so the agent will then respond to other opponents in the same way as
the agent who triggered the admiration threshold. Then the admiration threshold is
reset to zero. Finally, the agent plays the game with its opponent.

2.2 Prisoner’s Dilemma
The prisoner’s dilemma is a social dilemma where two players are given the choice
of cooperation or defection. This choice is made simultaneously with no communication prior to the decision made. Each player then will get a payoff according to
the choices made by both players. The payoff matrix is shown in Table 2.
When looking at the prisoner’s dilemma outcomes, it seems in the best interest of
both players to both play cooperatively since this would lead to the largest total payoff for the group as a whole. However, there is a temptation to defect as this can lead
to a higher individual payoff. When both players reason this way, this then leads to
the Nash equilibrium of (DEFECT, DEFECT), which gives the worst outcome for
the group as a whole. This highlights the dilemma of the game. Investigating methods by which self-interested agents can be incentivised to cooperate in the prisoner’s
dilemma has been an active area of research in the past decades, with a particular
focus on the evolution of cooperation within groups of agents [2, 20, 3]. It is for this
reason that we adopt this model of interaction in the current work as well.

3 Mood Model
Here we define our model of mood, with justifications for each mood state from
psychological research and how this mood will affect decision making. We split the
mood into three parts: negative, neutral, and positive. Our mood model only affects
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the decision made as we interested in what decisions are made rather than simulating
how mood can affect the agent physically.
It was shown in [21, 10] that negative moods can lead to a more “rational” outcome in general as people tend to think more thoroughly about the action they will
take. In our experiments we use low moods to lead to defection, as this is the Nash
equilibrium and can be considered the more rational decision. Very low mood levels
will lead to defection regardless of the emotional state of the agents.
Positive moods tend towards an ideal outcome even if that negatively affects that
person [10]. In our experiment the riskiest behaviour is cooperation as it can lead to
the worst outcome for the individual agent. Cooperation is the most ideal outcome
as it gives the highest payoff for the group as a whole.
For neutral moods the mood model will not affect the agents’ decision making.
The mood will affect how agents react to unknown opponents since they do not
have any emotional attachment to them. When the mood levels are extreme they
will override the current emotional decision. We have done this to represent that
mood levels in humans do not necessarily reflect cooperation as a whole, but affect
the choice made [16].
We define the representation of each mood state as follows: a mood of below 10
is characterised as extremely low, below 30 as low, higher than 70 as high and above
90 as extremely high, and between 30 and 70 as neutral. Equation 1 shows how the
agent chooses an action based on our mood model with the simulated emotions.
We define an initial action as the action an agent would take if the mood model is
unable to provide an action. This is often the first interaction the agent makes. The
simulated emotions in our model are defined as one of the emotional characters as
described in Section 2.1. How and when an interaction occurs in our experiment is
given in Section 4.
Definition 1. Let Ag be the set of all agents, with i and j ∈ Ag. Let t denote time.
Let mti return the mood of agent i at time t, in the range ]0, 100[. Let ηi, j return
the number of interactions agent i as with agent j. Let Ii return the initial action of
agent i. Let Ei,t j return the action that agent i would take against agent j based on i’s
simulated emotions, at time t.

COOP,
If mti > 90 or (mti > 70 and ηi, j = 0)



DEFECT, If mt < 10 or (mt < 30 and η = 0)
i, j
i
i
(1)
Acti, j =
t ,
t >= 70 and η 6= 0

E
If
30
<=
m
i, j

i, j
i


Ii ,
Otherwise
Our representation of positive mood values comes from psychology literature
showing how people take riskier behaviour to achieve a more ideal outcome [10].
However if the mood is too positive, as it is when a person has mania, then the
behaviour becomes extremely likely to hurt that person [12]. In [21, 10] it is shown
that negative moods can be more likely to lead people to make a more considered
choice. Research into human patients with depression shows that these people are
more likely to choose defection. The research also showed that depressed patients
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were more critical of themselves [9]. This provides us with grounding for our choice
of defection as part of our implementation of the mood model in the prisoner’s
dilemma, and validates how the mood values are more greatly affected when the
mood is low.
The agent’s mood value will go up or down based on the difference between the
payoff received and its average payoff, as this represents how well the agent thinks
it has done in that game [5]. Then additionally the mood value will go up or down
based on how the agent feels towards inequity between the average payoffs. We will
be using the inequity aversion model Homo Egualis to represent inequity as a value
[5]. In this model we need to find an α and β , where α represents how much an
agent cares when it is doing badly and β represents how much an agent cares when
its opponent is doing badly. Since we want to represent an ideal solution we will
take α = β . This represents that an agent cares about an opponent as much as it
cares about itself.
The amount the agent cares is represented by applying the mood to our α value,
such that higher moods give a lower α. This results in mood changes being larger
when the mood is low. If the mood is low then the agent “thinks” it is are doing
poorly in the environment when compared to other agents. We do this to represent
the property that humans can care more about equality when doing poorly in society
[5].
Definition 2. Let Ag be the set of all agents, with i and j ∈ Ag. Let t denote time.
Let pti return the payoff of agent i at time t. Let mti return the mood of agent i at time
t, in the range ]0, 100[. Let µit denote the average payoff for agent i up to time t. Let
Fit return the opponent of agent i at time t.
αit = (100 − mt−1
i )/100

(2)

Ωi,t j = µit − αit · max (µ tj − µit , 0) − αit · max (µit − µ tj , 0)

(3)

t
mti = mt−1
+ (pti − µit−1 ) + Ωi,t−1
i
j where j = Fi

(4)

In equation 2 we show how we get our α value from the current mood of an
agent; this places the mood value in the range of ]0, 1[ so it can be used as the α.
For example a mood value of 75 will return an α of 0.25. Equation 3 is the simplified
version of the Homo Egualis function [7], as we have only two agents in a single
interaction and α = β . The equation gives us a numerical representation of inequity
that the agent has for that interaction. Equation 4 shows the overall implementation
of mood using the previous mood value, the average payoff, the received payoff,
and the Homo Egualis function to update the mood value after an interaction with
another agent. This equation gives us the current mood value of an agent. The mood
will increase or decrease depending on the difference in the received payoff and the
average payoff, meaning that the mood will increase when this agent is doing better
than expected and decrease when it is doing worse than expected. With the inclusion
of Ω the amount that the mood moves can change based on how fair the agent thinks
the result was for both agents.
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4 Method
In this work, the agents are simulated mobile robots that drive around in an environment. The agents are given a random walk behaviour with some basic obstacle avoidance procedures. The prisoner’s dilemma game is initiated whenever two
agents are within close proximity, and have line of sight of each other. The game is
played once, after which the agents will then continue their random walk behaviour.
The agents are placed in a random location in the environment with emotional characteristics and moods distributed randomly, uniformly and independently
among the agents, given the specific proportions of each experiment. The details for
the experiments conducted are given in Section 5.
Agents move randomly throughout their environment, while avoiding collisions
with the environment or other agents. Each agent has proximity sensors located at
{-90◦ , -45◦ , -15◦ , 15◦ , 45◦ , 90◦ } w.r.t. the robot’s heading. When the left sensors
detect something the robot will stop and turn to the right and the reverse for the
right sensors. The agents move forward at up to 10 cm/s (the speed is constant
except when accelerating from stationary as built into the simulator) and can turn
45 deg/s. When there are no obstacles detected the agent moves forward with a turn
speed that is either -45◦ or 45◦ per second. A new heading is generated when the
robot receives data from the sensors, resulting in a random movement pattern.
In terms of the agents’ knowledge of the world they are able to differentiate
between agents, but have no knowledge of the strategies others will be using. They
also have no knowledge of the environment apart from the sensor data they have
at that moment in time. In addition the agents have no knowledge of the payoff
matrix and will purely use their mood and emotion strategy to determine whether to
cooperate or defect.

5 Experiment Outline
We will be describing the experiments that we have conducted to test our mood
implementation. The first experiment will explore how mood affects the evolution
of cooperation. Our second experiment introduces pure defectors as an invasion
force to our environment and answers the question of how resilient the cooperation
is to outside defectors.
Both of the experiments will be conducted in the environment which is four corridors in a square with each corridor having a length of 5 meters and a width of
1 meter. This is shown in Figure 1. The experiments will run for 10 minutes for
each run. A run consists of a scenario and if applicable a sub-scenario. To ensure
consistency of results we will be running each of the 10 minute runs 10 times. In
our experiments each emotional characteristic is represented equally to prevent any
characteristic becoming dominate due to them having a higher initial representation.
In addition the initial actions of the emotional agents will be an equal split between
cooperation and defection. The initial location of the agents will be generated ran-
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Table 3 Mood experiment scenarios showing as a percentage the different distributions of starting
mood levels for the agents
Scenario

Low
Mood

Medium
Mood

High
Mood

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

100
0
0
33
70
15
15

0
100
0
33
15
70
15

0
0
100
33
15
15
70

domly. Each of these aspects will be distributed randomly and independently of
each other. For our experiments we will be simulating agents using the Player/Stage
simulator [6].

5.1 Mood Experiments
The first experiment will explore how the evolution of cooperation is affected by
differing initial mood levels. The initial level of mood will be categorised into three
types, low, medium and high where low has a mood level of 30, medium is 50 and
high is 70. There will be seven scenarios each with a different distribution of these
levels among the agents which can be seen in Table 3. We refer to the outcomes
given by neutral moods as medium as this better reflects the current mood value.
Each of these scenarios will be run against a number of sub-scenarios. The subscenarios define how many agents will be in the environment, with a range from 45
to 144 agents, the details of the scenarios can be seen in Table 4. We will be looking
to see how different moods affect cooperation. We will explore if our mood model
allows cooperation to increase in the society of agents over time.

Fig. 1 Environment used
in this work. The environment has dimensions of 5
× 5 metres with the agents
themselves having a radius of
7cm. The traversable areas are
shown in white
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Table 4 Mood experiment sub-scenarios, showing the number of agents that will be simulated for
each scenario
Sub-scenario

No. of agents

1 - Low density
2 - Medium density
3 - High density
4 - Very High density

45
81
117
144

Table 5 Resilience experiment scenarios showing the starting level of mood for the agents with
our mood model and the number of pure defectors that will be added
Scenario

Mood Level

No. of
Defectors

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Low
Low
Low
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
High
High

43
63
83
43
63
83
43
63
83

5.2 Resilience Experiments
Our next experiment is to test the resilience of the cooperation that evolves over
time. To test this we will be introducing into our environment pure defectors at the
beginning of the experiment ; they cannot replicate themselves but the emotional
agents may take on the role of a pure defector due to their admiration emotion.
Each scenario will have 63 agents whose initial mood is dictated by the scenario:
the moods are categorised as high (70), medium (50) and low (30). The numbers of
pure defectors are 43 (minority defectors), 63 (equal defectors and emotional agents)
and 83 (majority defectors). The details of each scenario are shown in Table 5. This
will show the resilience that our mood model has to these pure defectors.

6 Results
6.1 Mood Results
Figure 2 shows us the percentage of cooperation between each number of interactions for each scenario, with an extra scenario which excluded the mood model and
only used the emotional strategy. The results given are quite intuitive, we see that
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% of (COOP,COOP) outcomes

100

80
Scenario 1
Scenario 2
Scenario 3
Scenario 4
Scenario 5
Scenario 6
Scenario 7
Without Mood

60

40

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

3
2.5
Interactions ·104

3.5

4

4.5

Fig. 2 Percentage (COOP, COOP) outcomes over all runs for each scenario in the mood experiment.

cooperation evolves throughout the agents, and the speed at which this is achieved
is directly proportional to the average level of mood. The fastest is the scenario with
100% of agents starting with high mood levels and the slowest is the scenario with
100% of agents having low mood levels. To attribute this to the mood model we ran
the same experiments but without our mood model, where the decision making was
purely based on the agents’ emotional decision making. We can attribute the rise in
cooperation to the mood model as when it is removed the cooperation does not rise
as quickly. The number of iterations between scenarios being uneven is due to the
random nature of the agents movement.
The results show us that our mood model can support the evolution of cooperation over time and sustain cooperation; this was an expected result as when cooperation is high the mood moves very little. When two agents play the game, with
one being in a high mood and one being in a low mood, the low mood will rise
faster than the high mood can go down which is a property of our implementation
of the egualis equation. This leads to more agents in a cooperative state raising cooperation. This effect is most apparent in the later stages of the simulation when the
agents start with low moods, as the agents which are cooperating meet a group of
agents which are not cooperating. This led to a dip in cooperation followed by the
continuing rise of cooperation when a large amount of agents with opposing moods
meet.
To justify our claim that the speed at which cooperation is achieved is proportional to the starting level of mood, we have plotted the average mood values against
the number of (COOP,COOP) actions, as can be seen in Figure 3. We have shown
this for scenario 1 as this is where the effect is most pronounced; we can see that
cooperation between agents falls from 77% to 73% as agents who are cooperating
meet larger groups of defecting agents. However the average mood level still rises,

100
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Average Mood Value
(C,C) Outcomes

100

80

80

60

60

40

40

20

0.5

1

1.5

2
2.5
Interactions ·104

3

3.5

Mood Value

% of (COOP,COOP) outcomes
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Fig. 3 Average mood value with standard deviation against percentage of (COOP,COOP) outcomes in scenario 1 of the mood experiment

from 71.7% to 74.5%. When the cooperation rises again the standard deviation of
mood levels is reduced to 26.9 from 27.5. This shows us that the mood reflects the
level of cooperation, and the higher the starting level of mood the faster cooperation
is achieved.

6.2 Resilience Results
Figure 4 shows that when the mood is low, the emotional agents as a group are more
resilient to an invading population of pure defectors. In high moods cooperation between the emotional agents rises quickly, this in turn raises the mood of the agents
as well. It therefore does not take long for the mood to increase to the point where
the agents can be considered pure cooperators due to the mood level being very
high. When this happens and agents are faced with the pure defectors the only outcome between an emotional agent and a pure defector can be (COOP, DEFECT ).
This causes the average score of the defectors to increase and the emotional agents’
average to decrease. These changes in average payoffs will be affected rapidly because of the payoff difference. When replication occurs in the emotional agents they
choose to become pure defectors because of this payoff difference, which leads to
the collapse of cooperation as there are more pure defectors.
In contrast when the emotional agents are in a low mood it takes longer for them
to get their moods to the level where they are indistinguishable from pure cooperators; this allows them to protect themselves from the pure defectors by using
their emotional choice which switches their action to defection for that particular
opponent. Actions driven by emotions rather than mood are bounded to a particular
opponent which allows the agents to evolve cooperation with other emotional agents
without replicating into pure defectors since the defectors have a low average as the
number of (DEFECT, DEFECT ) actions they receive increases over time.
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% of (COOP,COOP) outcomes

30

20

Low Mood
Medium Mood
High Mood

10
0.5

1

1.5

2

3
2.5
3.5
Interactions ·104

4

4.5

5

Fig. 4 Percentage of (COOP, COOP) outcomes for each initial mood level in the resilience experiment.
Table 6 Average scores with standard deviation of the defectors, for each mood level in the resilience experiment
Starting Mood Level

Average

Standard Deviation

Low
Medium
High

1.45
1.82
2.17

0.49
0.69
0.85

These results show both expected and unexpected results. We had expected that
cooperation would continue to be stable over time as the simulated moods and emotions would adapt to the invasion force, as seen in the low and medium starting
moods. However the collapse of the high mood was unexpected.
To justify why the high mood levels have collapsed, we have shown that high
moods do not adapt quickly to the pure defectors and therefore are taken advantage
of. The advantage taken then leads to the emotional agents becoming pure defectors
as their average score is not high enough when compared to the pure defectors. We
took the difference between average score of the defectors and the average score
of the emotional agents for each starting level of mood. The results showed that
the difference in average score between low starting moods and the pure defectors
was 0.04, for medium moods was 0.22, finally for the high moods the difference
was 0.5. We can see that the high mood difference is more than double the medium
mood difference. The defectors are clearing taking advantage of the high moods the
most.
As the high moods are being taken advantage of the most, we expect that the
payoffs for the defectors should be the highest when faced with the highest mood.
The average scores of the defectors are shown in Table 6 and clearly show that the
defectors do the best when faced with high moods, meaning that they will replicate
the fastest in the high moods. The medium and low moods do not collapse as they
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adapt to the newly replicated defectors through the use of their directed emotion
strategy. The high moods do not do this as when the mood is very high the emotional
agents act as pure cooperators against the pure defectors.

7 Conclusions
We have proposed a model of mood that can be used either independently or in
conjunction with emotions. We have constructed this model using psychological
research, and have identified general cases of outcomes that can be expected. We
have then applied this to an experiment with validation from psychology research
for our choices made, which explores cooperation in a multi-agent setting.
For our experiments conducted we have shown that a combination of mood and
emotion can support positive levels of cooperation within an agent society. We have
also shown that mood levels in our agents are related to the level of cooperation that
is achieved as a group. By adding an invasion force of pure defectors the cooperation between the emotional agents collapses over time when the mood levels of the
emotional agents are high. In contrast when the mood is not high the cooperation
over time is more stable since the agents do not give the benefit of doubt to the
pure defectors, preventing the defectors from achieving a higher average. For future
work we will looking into adapting our mood model to take into consideration mood
fluctuations over time.
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